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I. INTRODUCTION4

The Hall D experimental facility at Jefferson Lab con-5

tains a unique energy-tagged, high-intensity real photon6

beam and a multipurpose large-acceptance spectrometer7

that was designed and constructed by the GlueX Col-8

laboration. The initial data taking phase of the GlueX9

experiment was presented in 2006 to PAC 30 [1] and was10

approved for 100 days of beam with a focus on search-11

ing for hybrid mesons that have explicit gluonic degrees12

of freedom. While hadron spectroscopy was the physics13

driver for the GlueX detector, the collaboration realizes14

that beamline, detector, and at some level, the very same15

data sets used for hadron spectroscopy, provide opportu-16

nities to explore a variety of topics in a manner very sim-17

ilar to more traditional high-energy physics experiments.18

While some of these topics may be explored with existing19

data, others need specialized configurations, or augmen-20

tation of the baseline detector hardware, and they may21

seek approval from the PAC to motivate these dedicated22

runs or detector changes. In addition, the GlueX Collab-23

oration has defined an internal process of endorsement24

for these distinct experimental offshoots. Endorsed pro-25

posals have the backing of the entire collaboration to staff26

shifts, calibrate and process data, and provide expertise27

to support the subsequent analysis of data. (The en-28

dorsement process was detailed in Ref. [2] and conveyed29

to the PAC and Jefferson Lab management.)30

In this update we address three endorsed proposals31

that were previously approved by the PAC. Broadly32

speaking, two of these proposals seek to expand the ini-33

tial GlueX physics program by providing increased sen-34

sitivity to states with ss̄ quarks through higher inten-35

sity running and an upgrade to the particle identification36

system. This allows a complete study of the light quark37

conventional mesons and hybrid spectrum, including, in38

principle, measurements of the mixing between isoscalar39

ss̄ and non-ss̄ states, features that are calculable by lat-40

tice QCD [3]. The third proposal uses the high-intensity41

photon beam and an enhanced calorimeter for photon42

detection to conduct studies of η decays with unprece-43

dented precision. Such studies will enable searches for44

light dark matter candidates, improved limits on charge45

conjugation and parity violating decays, as well as fur-46

ther our knowledge of chiral perturbation theory.47

II. STATUS OF PROPOSALS AND48

BEAM TIME ALLOCATIONS49

The initial allocation of beam time for the GlueX ex-50

periment came from a 2006 proposal (E12-06-102) to51

PAC 30 [1]. A total of 120 days were approved and52

there was a plan to use these days in three phases: de-53

tector commissioning, analysis commissioning, and pro-54

duction running at rate1 of 107 γ/s. While this proposal55

was sufficient to make a number of new photoproduction56

measurements, it was insufficient to carry out the full57

GlueX hybrid meson search program in that it lacked58

adequate π/K separation to explore hybrids with hid-59

den strangeness and the anticipated data set would be60

statistics limited in key hybrid search channels such as61

γp → η′πp. In 2012, before detector construction was62

completed, the collaboration presented a proposal (E12-63

12-002) to PAC 39 [4], which proposed collecting an order64

of magnitude more data over the initial GlueX run and65

developing a particle identification (PID) system. This66

proposal was conditionally approved pending design of67

the PID detector. Since some aspects of the program only68

need more statistics and not necessarily augmented PID,69

the collaboration submitted a proposal (E12-13-003) to70

PAC 40 to cover running GlueX at high intensity with-71

out a PID detector [5]. That proposal was approved for72

200 days. In the early part of 2014 the collaboration73

submitted a successful competitive proposal to reuse the74

priceless synthetic quartz radiator system from the de-75

commissioned BaBar DIRC (Detection of Internally Re-76

flected Cherenkov light) [6]. We resubmitted proposal77

C12-12-002 to PAC 42 in 2014 with a design for a GlueX78

DIRC based on these components [7]. This proposal was79

approved by PAC 42 for 200 days of production run-80

ning plus 20 days to commission the new DIRC. The lab81

management elected to merge proposals E12-12-002 and82

E12-13-003 based on their overlapping objectives. From83

here on we refer to this program as “GlueX II” (to dis-84

tinguish it from the original three-phase GlueX startup85

covered by E12-06-102). In some proposal documents one86

will find the notation “GlueX Phase IV,” which we now87

treat as synonymous with “GlueX II.” As of this writing88

the GlueX II program has commissioned the DIRC and89

completed 38 days of production running.90

In parallel with the development of the GlueX II pro-91

gram is a complementary effort called the “Jefferson Lab92

Eta Factory” (JEF) to explore rare decays of the η(′)93

meson. The η(′) meson, with the quantum numbers of94

the vacuum, provides a unique, flavor-conserving labora-95

tory to probe the isospin-violating sector of low-energy96

QCD and to search for new physics Beyond the Standard97

Model (BSM). The Hall D beamline, through photopro-98

duction, will generate a sample of η and η′ that is com-99

1 Throughout this document when we refer to beam photon rates
we imply number of photons on target with an energy in the
region of enhanced linear polarization, the “coherent peak,” pro-
duced by the diamond radiator.
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Table I. A summary of the three PAC proposals discussed in this update.

Commissioning Production

Topic Proposal Number Approved Completed Approved Completed

GlueX II with DIRC E12-12-002 20 14 200 38

GlueX II E12-13-003 0 0 200 38

JEF E12-12-002A 0 0 100 0

Total Unique - 20 14 200 38

parable or exceeds the statistical precision of other facil-100

ities worldwide and has unique kinematics (large boost101

in the lab) that is advantageous for suppressing back-102

grounds. This program relies on an upgrade to GlueX103

forward calorimeter (FCAL) to enhance sensitivity to104

rare decays through improved resolution and reduced105

background. The upgrade, called FCAL 2 in this doc-106

ument, replaces the inner section of the FCAL lead-glass107

modules with smaller, higher-resolution, more radiation-108

hard lead tungstate modules. The JEF program was is109

detailed in a proposals to PAC 42 and 45 [8, 9], and110

the proposal E12-12-002A was approved by PAC 45 to111

run concurrently for 100 days with the GlueX II pro-112

gram described above. While the presence of the GlueX113

DIRC detector material slightly reduces photon detec-114

tion efficiency and enhances background, the JEF physics115

goals can still be achieved through concurrent running.116

The calorimeter insert benefits the GlueX II spectroscopy117

program by providing reduced background through en-118

hanced resolution and mitigates detector lifetime con-119

cerns due to radiation damage.120

In summary there are a total of 220 unique PAC days121

approved for the GlueX II and JEF programs. At present122

the hardware upgrades for GlueX II have been commis-123

sioned and 38 days of production beam have been col-124

lected. Design and construction of the FCAL 2 is under-125

way, and the detector must be commissioned before the126

JEF physics program can begin. We now review the sta-127

tus of these proposal since they were originally submitted128

to the PAC.129

III. UPDATES TO THE GLUEX II PROGRAM130

The motivation for the GlueX II proposal has only131

strengthened in the time since the original proposal was132

submitted. The desire to explore quark flavor content of133

the hybrid meson spectrum as well as conventional states134

through their decays to strange and non-strange mesons135

continues to be of interest. Recently, these techniques of136

using decay to infer quark content, which previously re-137

lied on assumption of the “OZI rule” have been validated138

by Lattice QCD calculations that can now measure cou-139

plings to strange and non-strange final states [10, 11].140

Evidence of the existence of an exotic π1 hybrid me-141

son continues to accumulate: a recent coupled-channel142

analysis of ηπ and η′π pion-production data from the143

COMPASS experiment indicates exotic P -wave enhance-144

ments in both channels are consistent with the presence145

of a single hybrid resonance [12]. The GlueX II pro-146

gram is in a position to advance the field by providing147

data from polarized photoproduction, a complementary148

scheme in which information about production mecha-149

nism can be gleaned, as well as attempting to uncover150

additional states in the hybrid spectrum. In order to do151

this, one needs at least the statistical precision provided152

by the PAC-approved GlueX II data set.153

A. Construction and operation of the DIRC154

The physics goals of the GlueX II proposal relied on155

extending π/K separation at a level of at least 3σ up to156

3.7 GeV/c, providing the purity needed to explore to ss̄157

hybrid decays to strange final states. The enhanced PID158

capability comes from utilizing a ring imaging Cherenkov159

detector that spans the forward acceptance (θ < 10◦) of160

the GlueX detector. The design of this detector makes161

use of one-third of the BaBar DIRC radiator system in162

the form of four “bar boxes.” The final design is similar163

to that in the original proposal [7] with the exception164

that boxes are oriented horizontally and pairs of boxes165

(two above and below the beamline) are individually cou-166

pled to an optical readout system which were designed167

and constructed specifically for the GlueX DIRC. The168

three-year upgrade project had a budget of $1.8M and169

underwent an external technical design review organized170

by Jefferson Lab in fall of 2015.171

The ability to reuse the BaBar radiators took ad-172

vantage of a fabrication effort centered at SLAC that173

spanned many years at a cost of tens of millions of dollars.174

It also posed challenges as four of the 5-m long bar boxes,175

each full of a fragile assembly of glued synthetic quartz176

components, had to be transported across the country177

and then used without modification in the GlueX appara-178

tus. A support structure was designed on to hold the bar179

boxes in the GlueX configuration and mate them to the180

newly-designed and fabricated optical cameras that im-181

age the Cherenkov rings emerging from the radiator bars.182

The first of four bar boxes was successfully transported183

to Jefferson Lab in fall of 2017 and the remaining three184

were transported in summer of 2018. At the start of the185

spring 2019 run all four bar boxes were installed and one186

of the two optical cameras was instrumented, as shown187
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Figure 1. Four BaBar bar boxes transported to JLab and
optical camera installed in the GlueX detector on the DIRC
support structure in Hall D.
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Figure 2. DIRC Cherenkov photon hit unnormalized hit occu-
pancy over MAPMT plane for identified π+ tracks, comparing
data (top) with the expected distribution from GEANT MC
simulation (bottom).

in Fig. 1. The full detector was installed and operational188

for commissioning by the fall of 2019. The optical cam-189

eras consist of multiple flat mirrors, immersed in water,190

that reflect the Cherenkov photons through a fused silica191

window to a plane of Multi-Anode PMTs (MAPMTs).192

Figure 2 shows a characteristic detected photon occu-193

pancy for identified pion tracks on the MAPMT plane,194

demonstrating the expected folded “ring” image, which195

compares well Geant4 simulations.196

The key performance metric for a ring imaging197

Cherenkov detector is the resolution on the angle of emit-198

ted Cherenkov photons for a single track σtrack
θ . For a199

single charged particle produces, tens of Cherenkov pho-200

tons are detected, each of which give a measure of the201

Cherenkov angle. Therefore, one can write the single202
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Figure 3. Cherenkov angle θC distribution for identified pions
(blue) and kaons (red) with p > 3.8 GeV/c identified through
the ρ and φ meson decays.

track resolution as a sum of two components:203

(
σtrack
θ

)2
=

(
σphoton
θ

Nphotons

)2

+
(
σcorrelated

)2
. (1)

In this expression the first term on the right hand side204

is the contribution to the resolution from each indepen-205

dent photon and the second term concerns resolution of206

quantities that are common to all photons emitted by a207

single track, e.g., the incident angle of the track on the208

radiator. The resolution is a function of the three terms209

to the RHS and to understand detector performance and210

how to improve it, each terms should be individually con-211

sidered. For example, global tracking resolution typically212

only affects σcorrelated, while optical quality of the system213

affects Nphoton and σphoton
θ . The key performance prop-214

erty for the GlueX DIRC outlined in the design report215

was to achieve σtrack
θ = 2.5 mrad, which would permit 3σ216

separation of pions and kaons at 3.7 GeV/c.217

During the winter 2020 run commissioning data was218

collected with the GlueX DIRC fully instrumented. One219

feature of this data was that a small high-resolution220

tracking device was inserted at three different locations221

immediately upstream of the DIRC plane. This device222

allowed us to check and refine our ability to extrapolate223

tracks from the central GlueX tracking chambers to the224

downstream DIRC. Position and angle resolutions con-225

sistent with design assumptions were demonstrated. The226

commissioning data also provided opportunity to quan-227

tify photon yield and single photon resolution (σphoton
θ ).228

These studies often rely on relatively pure samples of pi-229

ons and kaons obtained from ρ→ π+π− or φ→ K+K−.230

Based on experience from SLAC [13] we anticipated a231

single photon resolution of about 10 mrad. The cur-232

rent GlueX single photon resolution exhibits position and233

reflection dependent features but is on average in the234

range of 7-8 mrad, as shown in Fig. 3, in agreement with235

Geant4 simulations. The average number of detected236

photons per track observed in the GlueX data ranges237

from 15 to 35, depending on the track incident angle,238

which is consistent with the observed photon yield at239

BaBar. However, this photon yield is currently lower240
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Figure 4. Mass distributions for K±π0 (top) and K+K−

(bottom) from the reaction γp → K+K−π0p: (left) without
utilizing the DIRC and (right) with a preliminary DIRC kaon
identification applied.

than the expectation from Geant4 simulations, in some241

extreme cases up to 50% less in regions of phase space.242

Similar discrepancies were noted by our colleagues who243

worked on the BaBar design, and in fact in some cases244

we see degradation with same individual quartz bars ob-245

served in BaBar. At present, we have met the 2.5 mrad246

design goal in some regions of phase space, but there is247

work left to do in fully understanding the photon yield248

and other aspects of reconstruction, like optical align-249

ment, that will affect the resolution.250

A small portion (< 5%) of the 2020 dataset has been251

reconstructed for monitoring detector performance (see252

Sec. III B) where the preliminary DIRC performance can253

be demonstrated. Figure 4 shows the mass distribution254

of candidate K±π0 and K+K− pairs in the the reaction255

γp→ K+K−π0p, with and without the using the DIRC256

to separate kaons from the significant pion background.257

In this reaction we expect significant contributions in258

the resonance decays of K∗ → K±π0 and φ → K+K−,259

which are clearly observed. The right panels show that260

the background beneath these resonances is significantly261

reduced when a preliminary DIRC kaon identification se-262

lection is applied. Many commissioning studies, such as263

this, are statistics limited by the small monitoring data264

set and will benefit tremendously from the reconstruction265

of the full spring 2020 GlueX II data set.266

B. Readiness for data analysis267

The GlueX II analysis program builds on the infras-268

tructure developed to process and analyze the data ac-269

quired in the context of the original GlueX proposal. The270

scheme requires a well organized framework of software271

tools and people who are experts in monitoring and cali-272

brating the individual detector components. At the com-273

pletion of each data taking campaign the collaboration274

begins the calibration phase where specialized skims of275

data are used to perform calibration tasks on each detec-276

tor. The results of these calibrations and the quality of277

the overall event reconstruction is then assessed through278

a series of successive “monitoring launches“ where about279

5% of the events in each run are reconstructed and hun-280

dreds of diagnostic plots are examined (e.g. see Fig. 4).281

Once the software stack and calibrations are certified,282

the core reconstruction is performed using the resources283

of National Energy Research Scientific Computing Cen-284

ter (NERSC), a technique of pioneered by GlueX for285

event reconstruction at Jefferson Lab to alleviate load on286

the local computing farm. Reconstruction of the initial287

GlueX II data collected in January 2020 will be deployed288

at NERSC in June 2020, which, despite challenges with289

bringing the DIRC into the analysis flow, is the fastest290

we have started reconstruction after data acquisition.291

The subsequent data analysis phase is also a product292

of years of development and refinement. It is not prac-293

tical for any one analyst to stage and read the hundreds294

of terabytes of reconstructed data in order to search for295

the signal for a particular reaction. Instead the GlueX296

collaboration uses a system of “analysis launches” where297

the data are processed and tens of different reactions are298

simultaneously filtered from the data using standard se-299

lection criteria and a standard output. This output can300

then be used by individual analysts. A companion to301

these analyses is the ability to simulate the response of302

the detector. The collaboration has developed a detailed303

simulation based on the Geant4 framework that incor-304

porates the DIRC as well as other detector elements. The305

simulation is tuned to match to the time dependent fea-306

tures of the data, e.g., even including noise from out-of-307

time events acquired during the actual run that is being308

simulated. The simulation can be deployed on a large309

scale using the Open Science Grid, and a web-based user310

interface has been developed to provide easy access to311

simulated data and ensure complex task of synchroniz-312

ing software is performed correctly. The analysis and313

understanding of its performance has taken years to de-314

velop, was critical in publication of recent results from315

GlueX [14–17], and will be essential in the search for hy-316

brid mesons using GlueX I and GlueX II data.317

IV. UPDATES TO THE JEF PROGRAM318

Though the JEF experiment will offer sensitive probes319

for a broad range of physics topics as described in [8, 9],320

its primary objectives are: (1) A search for new sub-321

GeV gauge bosons; (2) direct constraints on new C-322

violating, P-conserving reactions (CVPC); (3) tests of323

low-energy QCD via precision measurements; and (4) an324

accurate determination of the quark mass ratio, Q =325
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(m2
s−m̂2)/(m2

d−m2
u) with m̂ = (mu+md)/2, via η → 3π.326

About 85% of matter in the universe is Dark Matter327

(DM) whose constituents and interactions are unknown328

other than its gravitational properties. The stability of329

Dark Matter (DM) suggests that there may be a dark330

sector consisting of a rich symmetry structure with new331

forces and new particles. The dark sector may include332

one or more mediator particles coupled to the SM via333

portals. The gauge and Lorentz symmetries of the Stan-334

dard Model (SM) greatly restrict the ways in which the335

mediator can couple to the SM. The most important336

portals are [18]: the vector, scalar, pseudoscalar and337

fermion. Over the past decades, intensive efforts at the338

Large Hadron Collider (LHC) and underground labora-339

tories have born no fruit for Weakly Interacting Massive340

Particles (WIMP), the simplest possible model for dark341

matter.342

There is a strong consensus among the physics com-343

munity about the vital importance of broadening the344

scope of searches [18–20], both in the parameter space345

and in experimental approaches. The top-down models346

predict light mediators below GeV scale [21, 22]. These347

light states would have escaped detection thus far if they348

are very weakly coupled to the Standard Model. Re-349

cently, sub-GeV mediators have gained strong motiva-350

tion, driven partly by several observed anomalies. The351

reported excesses in high-energy cosmic rays could be ex-352

plained by dark matter annihilation [23, 24]. The muon353

g − 2 anomaly [25–27] and an anomalous e+e− reso-354

nance observed in 8Be decay [28, 29] can be resolved355

by new gauge bosons. In addition, scalar- or vector-356

mediated dark forces can also explain long-standing is-357

sues with galactic rotation curves and can solve small358

scale structure anomalies in dwarf galaxies and subhalos,359

while satisfying constraints on larger galaxy and clus-360

ter scales [30–32]. If these phenomena are interpreted in361

terms of new physics, all point toward mediator parti-362

cles in the MeV–GeV mass range. Figure 5 shows a map363

of the parameter landscape for the global efforts on the364

BSM searches. LHC can realistically pick up new physics365

in the upper-right corner of the map for the coupling con-366

stant of αX ∼ αSM and the mass scale of mX ∼ 1 TeV,367

and the Lepton Flavor Violation (LFV) and sub-atomic368

Electric Dipole Moment (EDM) searches can explore the369

bottom region for αX ≤ 10−6 and a broad range of mX370

up to 1000 TeV.371

Compared to the original JEF proposals [8, 9] submit-372

ted to the previous PACs, the scope of the JEF physics373

has been expanded mainly in two areas: (1) new physics374

searches have been broadened by not only searching for375

a leptophobic dark vector boson (B′) [33] but also in-376

cluding dark photon [26, 34–36], hadrophilic scalar [37],377

and Axion-Like Particles [38–40], probing three out of378

four the most motivated portals coupling the SM sector379

to the dark sector; (2) production of η′ simultaneously380

with η at the similar rate will extend the mass coverage381

of new mediator search to ∼ 1 GeV. These new sub-GeV382

gauge bosons will be probed in the following processes.383

Vector: a leptophobic vector boson (B′) [33] coupling384

to baryon number can be searched for via385

η, η′ → B′γ → π0γγ (0.14 < mB′ < 0.62 GeV);

η′ → B′γ → π+π−π0γ (0.62 < mB′ < 1 GeV).

A dark photon (or leptophilic vector boson) kinetically386

mixing to the Standard model photon [26, 34–36] can be387

searched for using388

η, η′ → A′γ → e+e−γ.

Scalar: a hadrophilic [27, 37] scalar scan be searched389

for using390

η → π0S → π0γγ, π0e+e− (10 MeV < mS < 2mπ);

η, η′ → π0S → 3π, η′ → ηS → ηππ (mS > 2mπ).

Axion-Like Particle: light pseudoscalars [41–44] can391

be searched for via392

η, η′ → ππa→ ππγγ, ππe+e−.

The JEF program will focus on the sub-GeV mediators393

for interactions that can be even “stronger than weak”394

as shown in Fig. 5. Even though LFV and EDM may395

stretch to the small mass range and overlap some of terri-396

tory within JEF’s interest, however, LFV requires flavor-397

changing and EDM is sensitive to CP-violating physics.398

Therefore, η/η′ decays used in the JEF experiment offer399

a unique niche for new physics that are flavor-conserving,400

light quark-coupling, and CP-conserving. Figure 6 gives401

an example for the sensitivity of the JEF experiment.402

With 100 day’s beam time, a study of η → γ + B′(→403

γ + π0) will improve the existing bounds by two orders404

of magnitude, with sensitivity to the baryonic fine struc-405

ture constant αB as small as 10−7, indirectly constrain-406

ing the existence of anomaly cancelling fermions at the407

TeV-scale.408

A. Design of the FCAL upgrade409

The JEF experiment requires an upgrade of the in-410

ner part of the GlueX lead glass forward calorimeter411

with high-granularity, high-resolution PbWO4 crystals.412

The calorimeter will improve the separation of clusters in413

the forward direction and the energy resolution of recon-414

structed photons by about a factor of two. The size of the415

lead tungstate insert is 1 m×1 m. The insert is an array of416

50×50 crystal modules with a beam hole of 2×2 modules417

in the middle and consists of 2496 modules. Each crystal418

has the following dimension: 2 cm×2 cm×20 cm. Crys-419

tals are purchased from two vendors: SICCAS (China)420

and CRYTUR (Czech republic). CRYTUR crystals are421

know to have slightly better radiation properties and will422

be used for the instrumentation of three inner layers of423

the calorimeter insert. Properties of recently produced424

crystals have been studied in detail and can be found425

in Ref. [46]. SICCAS crystals with the length of 18 cm426
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Figure 5. A sketch of the parameter landscape for BSM
physics searches: the coupling constant αX vs. the mass
mX [45].

100 days’ beam

Figure 6. Current exclusion regions for a leptophobic
gauge boson B′ [33], with the proposed search region via
η → γ + B′(→ γ + π0) labelled “JEF” for the coupling
vs. mass plane. Dashed gray contours denote the upper
bound on the mass scale Λ for new electroweak fermions
needed for anomaly cancellation.

were used in the hybrid calorimeter (HyCal) in the ex-427

perimental Hall B [47]. Crystals from these vendors were428

also chosen for the instrumentation of the Neutral Par-429

ticle Spectrometer, which is being currently constructed430

in Hall C.431

The size of the FCAL 2 insert may slightly vary de-432

pending on availability of funds. The project is funded433

by the Jefferson Lab. We also applied for the NSF grand434

(PI is Prof. L. Gan from the University of North Car-435

olina in Wilmington and co-PI is Prof. C. Meyer from436

Carnegie Mellon University). In the next section, we will437

describe the design of PbWO4 modules and the status of438

the project.439

Figure 7. PbWO4 module used in the FCAL 2 calorimeter
prototype.

Figure 8. Schematic view of the Compton calorimeter used
in the Hall D PrimEx experiment.

1. Module design440

Design of the PbWO4 module is based on the HyCal441

calorimeter, which was used in three experiments in Hall442

B (PrimEx-I, PrimEx-II and PRad). Schematic view of443

the module is presented in Fig. 7. The lead tungstate444

crystal is wrapped with the reflective material (ESR)445

and Tedlar. The crystal is attached to the PMT hous-446

ing. Two flanges are positioned at the crystal and hous-447

ing ends and are connected together using brass strips,448

which are brazed to the flanges. Four screws on the PMT449

housing flange provide strip tension and hold the assem-450

bly together. A Hamamatsu PMT 4125 is inserted inside451

the housing and is coupled to the crystal using an optical452

grease. The PMT is pushed towards the crystal by using453

a G10 plate and four screws. The PMT is read out using454

an active base, which was designed for the Hall C lead455

tungstate calorimeter (NPS) [48]. The base combines a456

voltage divider and an amplifier powered by the current457

flowing through the divider.458

In Summer 2018 we constructed a small calorimeter459
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Figure 9. FCAL 2 frame with calorimeter modules installed:
PbWO4 crystals (brown area), lead glass blocks (green).

prototype consisting of 12×12 modules. The prototype460

layout is presented in Fig. 8. The calorimeter was suc-461

cessfully operated during the PrimEx-η experiment (E12-462

10-011) in Spring 2019 and used for the reconstruction of463

Compton events. The calorimeter was also tested during464

several GlueX high-luminosity runs.465

Some modifications have been recently made in the466

module design: (1) We performed a detailed study of the467

PMT magnetic field shielding using magnetic fields pro-468

duced by Helmholtz coils [49]. The shielding was also469

simulated using TOSCA field simulation program [50].470

It was demonstrated, that the PMT housing made of471

the 1020 steel and two layers of mu-metal foils inside it472

will reduce the fringe filed of the Solenoid magnet (of473

about 50 Gauss) to the level sufficient for the reliable474

PMT operation (2) The magnetic field shielding requires475

to use a 3.5 cm long optical light guide between the crys-476

tal and PMT. Light collection was measured for differ-477

ent diameters of light guides and different coupling ma-478

terials between the crystal and light guide using a test479

setup positioned downstream of the GlueX Pair Spec-480

trometer [51] (3) Integrated to the GlueX detector, the481

Compton calorimeter allowed us to measure realistic op-482

erational conditions (PMT rates and anode current) for483

the FCAL 2 insert. These measurements were used to484

tune the design of the PMT active base.485

The mechanical design of the PbWO4 module has been486

finalized. Some details can be found on the FCAL 2487

construction page [52]. We have already assembled a few488

modules and are ready for mass production.489

2. Calorimeter frame490

The crystal detector modules will be stacked in a491

50 × 50 square array to be installed in the central re-492

gion of the current FCAL as shown in Fig. 9. The light493

yield of the PbWO4 crystal is highly temperature depen-494

dent (∼ 2%/◦C). In order to keep the detector array at a495

stable temperature, the frame for the upgraded FCAL 2496

will be not only light-tight but also temperature stable,497

controlled by a cooling system. It will be fully funded498

and constructed by JLab. The engineering group in Hall499

D has been working on its development. The preliminary500

design is to have structured geometries in four corners of501

the frame (shown in Fig. 9) that match the shape of the502

detector assembly’s outer edge. In each row, there will503

be aluminum cooling plates and shims in between the504

frame and the counter array. Those cooling plates will505

mechanically push against the detector assembly to pro-506

vide alignment, to minimize the gaps between detector507

modules and to provide good thermal contact between508

the cooling plate and the calorimeter modules. The sim-509

ilar assembly scheme was used for the HyCal calorime-510

ter and provided a temperature stability at the level of511

∆T = ±0.1◦C. The detailed engineering drawings are512

currently in progress. The final review of the design and513

technical drawings will be completed by fall 2020.514

V. SCHEDULING ISSUES AND OUTLOOK515

Since all three proposals under discussion in this doc-516

ument are approved to run concurrently, there are some517

scheduling logistics that need to be examined. The key518

issue is whether the FCAL 2 upgrade can be installed and519

the JEF program can commence earlier enough such that520

there is sufficient time remaining in the ongoing GlueX II521

program for JEF to acquire at least 100 days of beam.522

We discuss first the status of procurement and construc-523

tion of the FCAL 2 upgrade and then conclude with some524

comments about the overall schedule.525

A. Status of the FCAL 2 construction project526

The FCAL 2 construction project has a procurement527

and module fabrication phase that is expected to extend528

until Spring 2023. The installation phase of the project529

will then require at minimum six months of down time530

in Hall D.531

1. Procurement of components for the PbWO4 insert532

We have already purchased and checked 64 crystals533

from CRYTUR, which are needed for the instrumen-534

tation of three inner layers of the calorimeter insert.535

Procurement of SICCAS crystals is organized in several536

steps. A total of 500 crystals were ordered in 2019. We537
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have already received the first batch of 132 crystals. De-538

livery of rest crystals is scheduled by the end of summer539

of 2020. Preparation of a new contract to order addi-540

tional 500 more crystals is in progress. These crystals541

are expected to be delivered to the lab by the end of542

Spring 2021. The production rate of crystals by SICCAS543

is about 100 crystals a month. We plan to continue or-544

dering crystals, depending on the availability of funds,545

and have all crystals ready by the end of Spring 2023.546

Jefferson Lab has already purchased 500 PMTs547

from Hamamatsu, which is enough to start fabricating548

calorimeter modules. The lead time of PMTs is rela-549

tively short, 100 - 150 PMTs can be acquired a month.550

JLab has ordered read out and trigger electronics for551

about 1600 new calorimeter channels. This includes VXS552

crates (already delivered to the Lab), flash ADCs, crate553

readout controllers and trigger modules. Procurement of554

components needed for fabrication, such as light guides,555

soft iron PMT housings, mu-metal, flanges, etc. is in556

progress.557

2. Fabrication and installation schedule558

Fabrication of modules will be performed at Jefferson559

Lab in the special area in the TEDF building designated560

to the FCAL 2 project. All fabrication tools, procedures,561

and setups needed to perform QA checks of crystals are562

in place. We plan to assemble a few hundred modules563

by the end of this year. Based on our experience with564

the Compton Calorimeter, we can fabricate about ten565

modules per day, assuming two people working on it. At566

that pace the module fabrication will take 12-14 months,567

but can be done as crystals arrive.568

Rebuilding the forward calorimeter can be done by a569

few groups of people performing different tasks in paral-570

lel. We expect that potentially the most time consuming571

procedure would be to refurbish the original lead glass572

modules of the FCAL after disassembling, since cleaning573

and rewrapping of the modules with an aluminized My-574

lar may be required. Preliminary schedules suggest that575

the full disassembly and reassembly of the calorimeter in-576

cluding all tasks such as cabling, testing, etc. will need at577

minimum six months of down time in Hall D. At present,578

it is anticipated that the earliest we would be ready for579

this installation task is during the summer of 2023.580

B. Outlook581

Both the GlueX II and JEF programs are focused on a582

variety of compelling topics that span the fields of nuclear583

and particle physics. The GlueX II program is underway,584

with the DIRC fully commissioned and about 20% of the585

approved beam time collected in early 2020. The JEF586

program has developed a mature design for the FCAL 2587

upgrade, has begun procurement of crystals, and is ready588

to begin module fabrication.589

The current climate adds a degree of uncertainty to any590

plan going forward. The GlueX II program may collect591

an additional 20 days of beam in 2020 assuming CEBAF592

resumes operations. In 2021 it is anticipated that the593

Hall D facility will collect data for other PAC-approved594

proposals. Some GlueX II running is likely in 2022 and595

2023, which is around the time when FCAL 2 upgrade is596

projected to be ready for installation. It remains to be597

seen whether the available GlueX II beam time after the598

FCAL 2 upgrade will meet the requirements of the JEF599

program to reach its design potential. This will need to600

be revisited at a later date as the GlueX Collaboration601

continues to pursue a variety of the topics that one can602

address with the instrumentation in Hall D [2].603
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